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TOUCH RUGBY:  CHALLENGE 3 

ACTIVITY CARD

SKILL CHALLENGE 3 TASK

MAKING AN ATTACKING TOUCH (DYNAMIC 
ROLLBALL) AND SCOOPING THE BALL

Intro:    youtu.be/kRtupAxjGjg

Skill:    youtu.be/CK4VNO28k-U

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AN ATTACKING TOUCH: 

Lower your body position as you approach the 
defender and use your footwork to get to their 
side. Place the ball securely in your hand furthest 
away from the defender and make the Touch on 
the defender with the other hand, aiming for their 
waist or lower. At the same time, place the ball 
down on the Mark (point on the pitch this Touch 
occurred). This is also known as “dumping the ball”. 
In a strong lunge position, the ball needs to go 
between your feet, not either side of your feet, 
with control and downward pressure

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCOOPING THE BALL: 

Decelerate slightly as you approach the ball, lower 
your body position and scoop up the ball with 
one or both hands, secure the ball and accelerate

MAKING AN ATTACKING TOUCH 
AND SCOOPING THE BALL DRILL: 

Set out 3 Markers (A, B and C) – 7 big steps 
apart with the ball on middle Marker B

1.  Start at Marker A, run to Marker B and scoop 
up the ball (alternate the hand you scoop with)

2.  Run around Marker C and dump the ball 
back on Marker B (alternate the hand you 
dump with – other hand out as if initiating 
the Touch on a pretend defender)

3.  Run around Marker A and scoop up the  
ball again

CHALLENGE: 
How many Dumps and Scoops (combined) can 
you complete in 1 minute? Aim for the highest 
score you can!

1. What is a Dynamic Rollball also referred to as?

2. Watch England v Wales (Mixed 15s)  
in the Final of the European Junior Touch 
Championships 2019: 

  youtube.com/watch?v=D-Sa9EclDQA

a.  What happened at 22:52min of this game? 
b.  What happened at 23:23min of this game? 

3. Watch this video:
  youtu.be/ImMt1tfzJ3o 

a.   Do you roll the ball when performing  
a Dynamic Rollball?

b.  Your hips have to be square when you perform 
a Dynamic Rollball. What does this mean? 

4. Unless you have been given a Penalty Tap, 
do you always start each new set of possession 
with a Static Rollball (place ball on the ground 
between your feet and step over it)?
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